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Background 

 

The main aim of COST Action CA15212 ñCitizen Science to promote creativity, scientific 

literacy, and innovation throughout Europeò (2016-2020) [https:// www.cs-eu.net/] is to 

bundle capacities across Europe to investigate and extend the impact of the scientific, 

educational, policy, and civic outcomes of citizen science with the stakeholders from all 

sectors concerned (e.g., policy makers, social innovators, citizens, cultural organizations, 

researchers, charities and NGOs), to gauge the potential of citizen science as enabler of 

social innovation and socio-ecological transition.  

 

One goal of the COST Action is to help create an ontology (including a vocabulary) for 

describing citizen-science projects, observations and analyses, building upon prior research 

and existing standards, which any organization can model their database structure upon. 

This goal is also linked to the larger objectives of the international Data and Metadata 

Working Group of the Citizen Science Association (CSA) and the European Citizen Science 

Association (ECSA). 

 

Objectives 
 

The general objectives of working group 5 (WG5) ñImprove data standardization and 
interoperabilityò are: 

¶ to explore ways for integrating data and knowledge related to citizen-science 
initiatives and suggest mechanisms for standardization, interoperability, and 
quality control; 

¶ to improve the technical foundations to foster the impact of citizen science 
globally. 

 
A WG5ôs specific objective is to help develop an ontology of citizen-science projects 
(including a vocabulary of concepts and metadata) to support data sharing among citizen-
science projects. WG5 coordinated with activities on data and service interoperability carried 
out in Europe, Australia and the USA (e.g., the CSAôs international Data and Metadata 
Working Group [http://www.citizenscience.org/association/about/working-groups/data-and-
metadata-working-group/]), and took into account existing standards. 
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Scope of this deliverable 

 

This document follows the Geneva Declaration on Citizen Science Data and Metadata 

Standards that emerged from the COST Action WG5 workshop in Geneva (Switzerland), 6th 

of June 2018. It proposes an ontology of citizen science in the form of changes and 

extensions to the PPSR Core model (Version 1) as presented in the Citizen Science 

Association Data & Metadata Working Group: Report from CSA 2017 and Future Outlook. 

In its current form, this document introduces a proposal related only to central elements of 

the model, i.e. it contains important parts but not all of the changes envisaged by the COST 

Action on Citizen Science. We followed this approach in order to initiate important 

discussions and preparations of a next version of the PPSR Core Conceptual Model 

(CCM).  

 

Notes on terminology 

 

Classes and properties: In this document, we use a terminology typical of the ontology 

domain/community, which can be easily replaced (if needed) by another terminology, more 

typical of another domain/community. We use ñclassò or ñconceptò to refer to what can be 

otherwise described as ñentityò, and ñpropertyò to refer to what can be otherwise described as 

ñrelationshipò. As in an ontology-oriented language, such as OWL 2, a property usually 

originates from a ñdomain classò and points to a ñrange classò (i.e., a property connects a 

ñdomain classò to a ñrange classò), and a class can be specialised into ñsubclassesò. Thus, in 

the diagram below, "Project" is a domain class for the property "hasStartDate", and 

"StartDate" is a range class for this property. (Database terms and data types will only be 

specified once the model has been agreed. This will lead to updates in the tables that are 

currently presented in the 2017 version of PPSR-Core.) 

 

 

 
 

 

The concepts of the proposed PPSR CCM are inspired by but not formally connected to 

other ontologies. Therefore, the proposed PPSR CCM does not commit to other ontologiesô 

semantics and does not inherit anything from other ontologies. For explicit connections with 

other ontologies, we recommend using simple knowledge organization system (SKOS) 

matches. 

  

https://www.cs-eu.net/sites/default/files/media/2018/06/COST-WG5-GenevaDeclaration-Report-2018.pdf
https://www.cs-eu.net/sites/default/files/media/2018/06/COST-WG5-GenevaDeclaration-Report-2018.pdf
https://www.cs-eu.net/sites/default/files/media/2018/06/COST-WG5-GenevaDeclaration-Report-2018.pdf
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/wilson_171204_meta_data_f2.pdf
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/wilson_171204_meta_data_f2.pdf
https://www.cs-eu.net/
https://www.cs-eu.net/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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Rationale 

 
The 2017 version of PPSR-Core includes a set of fields (see the figure below for a partial list). 
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These fields represent properties such as ñprojectDateCreatedò. Those properties refer to 

concepts, which are not explicitly represented yet, i.e. they do not appear in the field list. For 

example, in the tables above, ñprojectURLò represents a property of a project, but the 

concept ñProjectò is not explicitly represented in the model. Likewise, ñprojectDateCreatedò is 

a property of a project record, but the concept ñProject Recordò is not explicitly represented in 

the model.   
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These concepts are therefore not explicitly related to each other in the original model (see 

figure below). 
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As a first change, therefore, we propose (1) to add these implicit concepts as classes to the 

model, which in effect equate to the domain classes of the properties of the 2017 model; and 

(2) to add a formal representation of all corresponding properties (see an example in the 

figure below). 

  

 

We use the following colour coding of graphical elements: 

 

 

Additionally, we enriched the model connecting the various classes and adding new classes 

and properties, which are necessary to represent a basic description of projects and datasets 

(see examples in the figures below). In the rest of the document, a formal, complete 

description of a first set of suggested changes is provided. As mentioned earlier, the 

following ones are not all the changes envisaged by the COST Action. 
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Description of proposed changes 

 

The object of this document is one single ontology, whose classes are all (directly or 

indirectly) connected. For clarity, its description is presented in the form of modules. Each 

module contains concepts that are grouped because of their close logical relationships. (This 

grouping is also referred to as ñprofilesò.) At the end of each module, a table with the 

included properties is presented. At the end of the document, a table with all the properties is 

presented. This duplication is just to facilitate the reading of the document. 

 

Project core 

The following figure represents the central class Project and its properties.   

 
Proposed changes: 

ǒ Re-grouping (see figure below) 

ƺ From ñImage and communicationò 

ƺ From ñDatabase informationò 

ǒ Name changes 

ƺ Concatenations (no free spaces) 

ƺ ñProject topicò to ñTopicò (for matters of consistency) 

ǒ Additions 

ƺ Duration (derived) 
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Argumentation: ñDurationò has been added because sometimes we only know the duration of 

a project but not the end date or the start date, so we need this option. For example, a 

project can have a duration of 36 months, but its starting date has not been defined yet. A 

web page is an essential part of most projects, and we suggest it to be part of the core. (This 

is just a presentation change; it does not change the semantics.) The edges between 

Duration, StartDate and EndDate show that the duration of a project can be computed from 

its start and end dates (if they are known). The status of a project is influenced by the start 

and end dates (in the sense that, depending on the start and end dates, the project status 

can be set to ñnon activeò or ñactiveò). For example, if we are in August 2018, the start date is 

January 2019 and the end date is December 2021, the status is ñnon activeò.  
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Property Description/comments 

hasDescription It associates a project to its textual description. 

hasDuration It associates a project to its duration. 

hasEndDate It associates a project to its end date. 

hasIdentifier It associates a project to its Globally Unique IDentifier (GUID). 

hasName It associates a project to its name. 

hasStartDate It associates a project to its start date. 

hasStatus It associates a project to its activity status. 

hasWebPage It associates a project to its web page or URL. 

 

Project detailed information 

The following figure represents the central class Project and its properties related to the 

representation of the detailed information about the project. The two modules/profiles 

ñProject coreò and ñProject detailed informationò cover (and extend) ñPPSR: Basic Project 

Informationò in the 2017 model. 

 
 

Proposed changes: 

ǒ Re-grouping (see figure below) 

ǒ Name changes 

ƺ Plural to singular (for matters of consistency) 

ǒ Additions 

ƺ Outcome 
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Argumentation: ñOutcomeò has been added to allow representing the actual outcomes of a 

project, which are not necessarily the ñintended outcomesò. The multiplicity of the properties 

related to ñOutcomeò, ñAimò, ñIntendedOutcomeò and, basically, to all classes of the model is 

ñ0..*ò. Therefore, a project can have multiple outcomes, multiple keywords, multiple web 

pages and multiple names. In few occasions, such as ñGUIDò, multiplicity is better limited to 

ñ1ò.  

 

Property Description/comments 

hasAim It associates a project to its aims. 

hasKeyword It associates a project to its keywords. Keywords are chosen from a 

predefined set of text expressions. 

hasIntendedOutcome It associates the intended outcomes of a project to its aims. For 

example, a project can have, as aim, ñto evaluate impacts of citizen 

scienceò and, as intended outcome, ñmetrics and instruments to 

evaluate citizen science impactsò. As another example, a project can 

have, as aim, ñto increase the impact of citizen scienceò and, as 

intended outcome, ñan increase of the awareness of the citizensò. 

hasOutcome It associates a project to its outcomes. 
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hasTag It associates a project to its tags. Tags are free text expressions. The 

keyword vocabulary can be used for tags. 

 

Project image 
The following figure represents the central class Project and its properties to represent the 

images about the project and related to the project. The two modules/profiles ñProject coreò 

and ñProject imageò cover (and extend) ñPPSR: Images and communicationsò in the 2017 

model. 

 
Proposed changes: 

ǒ Re-grouping (see figure below) 

ǒ Additions 

ƺ Logo 

 

 

Argumentation: A logo is a very common field in project catalogues and a characteristic of 

most projects. 
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Property Description/comments 

hasCredit It associates an image to its credits. 

hasImage It associates a project to images about the project and related to the project. 

 

Project record  

A ñProjectRecordò class has been added to make the underlying structure explicit and to 

specify the semantics more formally. This concept does not refer to observations or to the 

dataset holding the project observations, but to a part of a database or spreadsheet that 

contains a complete set of information about the project. This is a concept that was implicit in 

the 2017 model, with a variety of characteristics that were well-defined, necessary and easily 

reusable. The project record, which is not essential to the representation of a project, given 

that all project metadata are defined and linked directly to the Project class, is basically used 

in catalogues and repositories of projects, such as Scistarter or BioCollect. Therefore, 

multiple project records can exist in different catalogues/repositories, which refer to the same 

project, and the ñProjectRecordò class helps the linkage among them. This class can also 

represent a snapshot of project information, which is used to make search and reasoning 

more efficient. The two modules/profiles ñProject coreò and ñProject recordò cover (and 

extend) ñPPSR: Database informationò in the 2017 model. 
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Proposed changes: 

ǒ Re-grouping (see figure below) 

ǒ Additions 

ƺ Language 

ƺ GUID (now also for the ProjectRecord) 
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Argumentation: The natural language of the project record is important because it can affect 

reuse and sharing. A GUID for the project record helps referencing the project through 

catalogues and repositories (good data management practice). 

 

Property Description/comments 

describes It associates the record with the project it refers to. In a concrete 

implementation, the link could be through the identifier 

ñProject.GUIDò.  

hasCreationDate It associates the record with the date it was created. 

hasExternalIdentifier It associates the record with the identifier of a harvested or linked 

Project Record in another repository (see above). It promotes 

traceability. 

hasIdentifier It associates the record with its GUID (for example, identifier of a 

database record). 

hasOrigin  It associates the record with an external source (if applicable) from 

which the record is derived - e.g. external catalogue from which it was 

harvested. 

hasNaturalLanguage It associates the record with a human-readable natural language in 

which it is written. 

wasLastUpdated It associates the record with the date it was last updated. 
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Project contact point 
This concept is addressed in more detail as it is of importance for data management. The 

module ñProject contact pointò covers (and extends) ñPPSR: Personal and Organizational 

Affiliatesò in the 2017 model. At this stage, we only document a suggested re-modelling of 

ñcontact pointò.  

 

 
 

 
 
Proposed changes: 

ǒ Name changes 

ƺ Generalizations (see figure below) 

ǒ Additions 

ƺ Explicit conceptual type 

ƺ Option for different ways of contacting 
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Argumentation: We introduce ContactPointType as a simple way of separating contacts that 

serve different purposes. This modelling approach, which we borrowed from schema.org, 

avoids unnecessary sub-classing. Specific contact types can be specified using controlled 

vocabularies (see examples in the diagram). We use ñMeansOfContactò to be able to specify 

email, phone, etc. 

 

Property Description/comments 

hasContactPoint It associates a project with an agent that acts as contact point for it.  

hasContactDetails It associates a contact point with its contact details. 

hasMeansofContact It associates a contact point with the applicable means of contact. 

hasContactPointType It associates a contact point with its type. 

 

  


